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Abstract---Now a day’s growing partially-pattern data in the 

applications, XML has become very important. Providing 

security to XML data is made difficult, due to XML 

documents may possibly hold confidential data that cannot 

survive by all clients. so, protecting XML records is 

becoming vital. Several frameworks have been presented for 

securing XML based-applications. These applications are 

used to protect data in a website. But this paper present 

XML and Web service security foremost benchmarks. Each 

benchmark represents securing XML based documents, 

particularly this paper presents XML blind signature as a 

feature with digital signature. And also describes the 

relations with these benchmarks with support of existing 

technologies. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Present day every application or internet application use 

eXtensible Markup Language (XML) [1] medium to 

transport and store the data because it is platform 

independent, operating system independent and hardware 

independent. Especially XML is used in web services as a 

fundamental to transport raw data from one platform to 

another platform by using internet environment [2]. In 

which documents may contain confidential information. It 

defeats the complication of standard Generalized Markup 

Language (SGML) and consumer is able to describe 

document formations, get rid of the boundary of the 

unchanging tags in Hypertext Markup Language (HTML). 

           To provide security to XML documents several 

security algorithms are raised. However a lot of them are 

inappropriate to provide security to most of applications. 

Many of benchmarks are not design to provide security to 

XML documents especially for contents having uniform 

resource identifier (URI)[3]  or for XML benchmark 

definitions for finding the pieces of XML contents. 

Specialized software is required for interpretation for 

extraction of security information which uses binary format 

to enable security; security technologies like Secure Socket 

Layer (SSL), Transport Layer Security (TLS) and 

HTTPS[4] provide specifications for web services. The 

issues with this scheme are SSL, TLS provide transport 

layer security not message level security. They do not 

handle multi hopped end to end messaging security. These 

benchmarks hold up in the direction of put together 

protection features into their XML supported applications. 

The specification of XML and web service security shown 

in the architecture figure1.1. More often than not Simple 

Object Access Protocol (SOAP)[ 5 ]  is worn for message 

convey. XML blind signature and XML encryption are worn 

for data confidentiality and integrity.  

Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML)[6]  

focuses on authentication assertions. XML Access Control 

Markup Language (XACML)[ 7 ]  is for data access 

control. XML Key Management Specification (XKMS) is 

worn to control Public key transportation and Web service 

protection takes benchmarks as one. 

 Literature Survey A.

XML is one of the legacy language although it is platform 

independent, so it used everywhere in the world. It took a 

part in web services to maintain and store data from 

different platforms or languages. All the data encoded in 

XML file could be transferred by using SOAP protocol 

either to source or destination, XML is also used to describe 

web services in the form of WSDL [8]. This file is also used 

to publish in UDDI [9] where several business and software 

delegates are used to know what services are required to 

their services. Web services can register with a UDDI and 

make themselves available through it for discovery. So 

XML took major part in web services so providing security 

to the information is made difficult, several security 

technologies came into picture to provide security but none 

of them is providing better security. So this paper shows 

how security is provided to XML file using security 

technologies. 

 In cryptography [10] a blind signature [11] is a 

form of digital signature  in which the content of a message 

is disguised before it is signed. The resulting blind signature 

can be publicly verified against the original, unblended 

message in the manner of a regular digital signature. Blind 

signatures are typically employed in privacy-related 

protocols where the signer and message author are different 

parties. Examples include cryptographic election systems 

and digital cash schemes. Blind signatures the digital 

signatures that help a user to get a signature on a message 

without revealing the content of the message to a signer. For 

the blind signatures, if the signer is able to make an 

agreement with the user, then the underlying signer may 

include some common information that is known to the user, 

then such signatures are partially blind signatures. 

Convertible undeniable partially blind signatures are of the 

features of undeniable signatures [12], blind signatures, 

convertible undeniable signatures, and partially blind 

signatures. Recently, a convertible undeniable partially blind 

signature scheme was presented.  We first analyze a security 

flaw [13][14] of the convertible undeniable partially blind 

signature scheme. To address the security flaw, we present 

an improvement on the disavowal protocol. The improved 

scheme can prevent the signer from either proving that a 

given valid signature as invalid, or cheating the verifier. 

An often-used analogy to the cryptographic blind 

signature[12][13][14] is the physical act of a voter enclosing 

a completed anonymous ballot in a special carbon 

paper lined envelope that has the voter's credentials pre-

printed on the outside. A voter who presents identification is 

actually authenticating two things: his or her identity, and 

the validity of his or her vote. A voter stepping into a voting 
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booth takes care of both steps at once, but a person voting 

by mail or electronically could have the secrecy of his or her 

vote compromised. After all, if a ballot is mailed in an 

envelope with a return address, anyone processing the vote 

could simply note who it came from. But if the election 

board permitted ballots to be mailed in unmarked envelopes, 

the potential for fraud rises. And if an election is conducted 

online, the link between a voter and his or her vote is 

stronger, and the potential for fraud in anonymous elections 

is much higher. The ballot can be marked through the 

envelope by the carbon paper. 

 
Fig. 1: Method of XML security  

The voter hands the sealed envelope to an official who 

verifies the credentials and signs it. Once signed, the 

package is given back to the voter, who transfers the now 

signed ballot to a new unmarked normal envelope. Thus, the 

signer does not view the message content, but a third party 

can later verify the signature and know that the signature is 

valid within the limitations of the underlying signature 

scheme. 

 XML and Web Service security: B.

 The goal of digital signatures is to reproduce the 

properties of a handwritten signature in the digital world, 

i.e., to bind some message or data with an entity. More 

generally, digital signatures serve to authenticate messages 

transmitted over a communication channel, thus ensuring to 

the recipient that the received information is genuine and 

was sent by the correct person. Since their invention, digital 

signatures become more and more crucial and are now used 

in countless cryptographic protocols. Several approaches are 

providing security to XML document in that one of the 

approaches is Xml undeniable signature, which is the 

existing approach. But this approach is providing less 

security because the validity or invalidity can only be 

verified with help of signer. On the other hand the concept 

of digital signature is to enable a user to obtain a signature 

on a message which is unknown to the signer. 

 Blind signature security approach: C.

Digital Signature is one of the security modules in 

cryptography. It provides integrity make sure on some 

content. If a single Byte of the original content has been 

modified an an extra zero added to a price, a "2" changed to 

a "4", or a "No" to a "Yes"', and so on—then the signature 

will fail to verify. The first step is to ''hash'' the message. A 

cryptographic hash takes an arbitrary stream of bytes and 

converts it to a single fixed-size value known as a digest. A 

digest is a one-way process: it's ''computationally infeasible'' 

to recreate a message from the hash, or to find two different 

messages which produce the same digest value. So if we 

produce a message M, and create a message digest which is 

written as H(M), for "the hash of M", and you 

receive M and H(M), you can create your own digest H'(M), 

and if the two digest values match, we know that you got 

what message we have sent. To guard M alongside 

modification, we only need to protect H(M) from being 

modified. 

                This method uses two common approaches. The 

first is to mix a shared secret into the digest. In other words, 

create H(S+M). When you get the message, you use your 

own copy of S to create H'(S+M). This new digest is called 

an HMAC, or Hashed Message Authentication Code. 

II. FORMAT OF A SIGNATURE 

XML-DS uses a single namespace, for example 

    

xmlns:ds="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmld

sig#" 

A top-level <ds:Signature> element  has information about 

what is going to be signed, the signature, the keys used to 

create the signature, and a place to store arbitrary 

information: 

<element name="Signature" 

type="ds:SignatureType"/> 

    <complexType name="SignatureType"> 

      <sequence>  

        <element ref="ds:SignedInfo"/>  

        <element 

ref="ds:SignatureValue"/>  

        <element ref="ds:KeyInfo" 

minOccurs="0"/>  

        <element ref="ds:Object" 

minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>  

      </sequence>   

      <attribute name="Id" type="ID" 

use="optional"/> 

    </complexType> 

 The ds:SignatureValue element A.

This element contains the actual signature. As signatures are 

always binary data, XML DS specifies that the signature 

value  always in Base64-encoded content: 

    <element name="SignatureValue" 

type="ds:SignatureValueType"/>  

    <complexType 

name="SignatureValueType"> 

      <simpleContent> 

        <extension base="base64Binary"> 

          <attribute name="Id" type="ID" 

use="optional"/> 

        </extension> 

      </simpleContent> 

    </complexType> 

    <SignatureValue> 
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WvZUJAJ/3QNqzQvwne2vvy7U5Pck8ZZ5UTa6pIwR

7GE+PoGi6A1kyw== 

    </SignatureValue> 

 The ds:Signature/ds:Object element: B.

An XML DS can cover multiple items. An item will often 

be able to stand on its own, such as a Web page or XML 

business document, but sometimes an item is best treated as 

metadata for the "true" content being signed. For example, 

the data might be a "property" of the signature, such as a 

timestamp for when the signature was generated. 

The ds:Object element can be used to hold such data within 

the Signature: 

    <element name="Object" 

type="ds:ObjectType"/>  

    <complexType name="ObjectType" 

mixed="true"> 

      <sequence minOccurs="0" 

maxOccurs="unbounded"> 

        <any namespace="##any" 

processContents="lax"/> 

      </sequence> 

      <attribute name="Id" type="ID" 

use="optional"/>  

    </complexType> 

 The ds:SignedInfo element C.

The content of ds:SignedInfo is divided into two parts, i.e., 

information about the SignatureValue, and information 

about the application content, that we can see from the  

XML Schema fragment: 

   <element name="SignedInfo" 

type="ds:SignedInfoType"/>  

   <complexType name="SignedInfoType"> 

     <sequence>  

       <element 

ref="ds:CanonicalizationMethod"/> 

       <element 

ref="ds:SignatureMethod"/>  

       <element ref="ds:Reference" 

maxOccurs="unbounded"/>  

     </sequence>   

     <attribute name="Id" type="ID" 

use="optional"/>  

   </complexType> 

 Canonicalization is the process of picking one path through 

all the possible output options, so that sender and receiver 

can generate the exact same byte value, no matter what 

intermediate XML software might be involved. 

The ds:SignedInfo/ds:Canonicalization Method element 

specifies how to reconstruct the exact byte stream. 

The ds:SignedInfo/ds:Signature Method element specifies 

the type of method used to create the signature. These two 

elements tell us how to create the digest, and how to protect 

it from modification. 

 The ds:Reference element D.

The ds:Reference element refers to other content which 

contains a message digest of the content. The Schema 

fragment is : 

   <element name="Reference" 

type="ds:ReferenceType"/> 

   <complexType name="ReferenceType"> 

     <sequence>  

       <element ref="ds:DigestMethod"/>  

       <element ref="ds:DigestValue"/>  

     </sequence> 

     <attribute name="Id" type="ID" 

use="optional"/>  

     <attribute name="URI" type="anyURI" 

use="optional"/>  

     <attribute name="Type" 

type="anyURI" use="optional"/>  

   </complexType> 

The Type attribute can provide a processing hint, but isn't 

generally useful. The URI points to the actual content being 

referred to. For example, we can sign the contents of the 

MSDN home page: 

    <ds:Reference 

URI=http://msdn.microsoft.com>              

<ds:DigestValue>HB7i8RaV7ZvuUlaTzZVx0S3P

OpU=</ds:DigestValue> 

    </ds:Reference> 

It can also refer to content within the XML document, such 

as the timestamp : 

    <ds:Reference URI="#ts-text">  

<ds:DigestValue>pN3j2OeC0+/kCatpvy1dYfG1

g68=</ds:DigestValue> 

    </ds:Reference> 

We can have both references inside the same signature. The 

URI fragment is used with WS-Security to sign a SOAP 

message: 

    <SOAP:Envelope 

xmlns:SOAP="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/s

oap/envelope/"> 

        <SOAP:Header> 

           <wsse:Security> 

                   

xmlns:wsse="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/w

s/2002/07/secext"> 

               ... 

               <ds:Signature> 

                    ... 

                    <ds:SignedInfo> 

                        <ds:Reference 

URI='#Body'> 

                            ... 

                        </ds:Reference> 

                        ... 

                    <ds:SignedInfo> 

                    ... 

               </ds:Signature> 

               ... 

           </wsse:Security> 

        </SOAP:Header> 

        <SOAP:Body Id='Body'> 

            ... 

        </SOAP:Body> 

    </SOAP:Envelope> 
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The ds:DigestMethod specifies the hashing algorithm, 

and ds:DigestValue is the Base64 value of the hash of the 

content. 

 The ds:KeyInfo element E.

The content is protected by using indirection, 

the ds:SignatureValue covers the ds:SignedInfo, which 

contains ds:References that contain the digest values of the 

application data. Changing any of those things the signature 

can’t be verify. ds:KeyInfo element is used to find the 

siger,or atleast the key that generated the signature. 

   <element name="KeyInfo" 

type="ds:KeyInfoType"/>  

   <complexType name="KeyInfoType" 

mixed="true"> 

     <choice maxOccurs="unbounded">      

       <element ref="ds:KeyName"/>  

       <element ref="ds:KeyValue"/>  

       <element 

ref="ds:RetrievalMethod"/>  

       <element ref="ds:X509Data"/>  

       <any processContents="lax" 

namespace="##other"/> 

       <!-- (1,1) elements from 

(0,unbounded) namespaces --> 

     </choice> 

     <attribute name="Id" type="ID" 

use="optional"/> 

   </complexType> 

 

Using ds:KeyName is used when building a custom 

application for a closed environment: 

    <element name="KeyName" 

type="string"/> 

It's up to the process verifying the signature to map the 

name into its internal store and fetch the appropriate key. 

Common values of ds:KeyName include e-mail address or 

a directory entry. X.509 certificates are supported through 

the ds:X509Data element. This element allows the signer to 

embed their certificate (in Base64), or any of several 

alternative forms of identifying the certificate: a subject's 

name, the issuer's name and serial number, the key 

identifier, or other format. The signer can also include a 

current copy of the Certificate Revocation List (CRL), to 

show that the signer's identity was valid at the time the 

document was signed. The Schema fragment below shows 

the different ways to identify an X.509 certificate: 

    <element name="X509Data" 

type="ds:X509DataType"/>  

    <complexType name="X509DataType"> 

      <sequence maxOccurs="unbounded"> 

        <choice> 

          <element 

name="X509IssuerSerial" 

type="ds:X509IssuerSerialType"/> 

          <element name="X509SKI" 

type="base64Binary"/> 

          <element 

name="X509SubjectName" type="string"/> 

          <element 

name="X509Certificate" 

type="base64Binary"/> 

          <element name="X509CRL" 

type="base64Binary"/> 

          <any namespace="##other" 

processContents="lax"/> 

        </choice> 

      </sequence> 

    </complexType> 

    <complexType name="X509IssuerSerialType">  

      <sequence>  

        <element name="X509IssuerName" type="string"/>  

        <element name="X509SerialNumber" type="integer"/>  

      </sequence> 

    </complexType> 

III. CONCLUSION 

XML document is today extensively used in a many of 

applications .XML is the standard for relating data and 

documents which is circulating across the web. In order to 

form the transactions the XML documents must be secure. 

In this paper we present an introduction to XML and Web 

services security standards and how they work together. 

XML languages and transmission rules are met by XML 

security standards. These standards incorporate with the 

XML Blind Signature and XML Encryption standards. 

XML security standards because XML technologies are 

adopted for Web .From this Blind Signature provides 

security to the XML document which is transmitting across 

the web. The proposed standards provides good frame work 

for developers who can integrate security functionality to 

their XML document applications. 
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